
400459-G BAR CHAISE LONGUE WOVEN FABRIC LEFT GREEN

 

Additional description

Robust, super comfortable chaise longue
Upholstered in soft woven fabric in washed look
Handy; loose back cushions with zip
H 87 cm x W 280 cm x D 170 cm

Anyone looking for high seating comfort and an eye-catcher in the seating area has come to
the right place with Bar. With its robust design, the Bar chaise longue is a true haven in
every interior. Bar is upholstered with a woven fabric with a soft grip. The fabric is made of
100% polyester and with a Martindale of 90,000 is suitable for very intensive home use. The
fabric has a washed look, which looks tough and relaxed. The greyish green fits easily into
various interior styles.

The Bar chaise longue has a total height of 87 cm and a total width of 280 cm. The seat
height is 44 cm and the seat width over the entire sofa is 246 cm. The seating depth of the
sofa part is 70 cm, the seating depth of the divan is 130 cm. The loose back cushions
contain a zip and have a comfortable thickness of 20 cm. On both sides of the sofa is an
armrest of 60 cm high and 17 cm wide.

The legs of the Bar chaise longue have a height of 1,5 cm and a diameter of 6 cm. Place felt
gliders under the legs to protect hard floors. The Bar chaise longue is delivered in two parts
which are easily connected by means of brackets. The two sofa parts are upholstered on all
sides. The covers of the back cushions contain a zip and can be washed at 30 degrees with
a neutral detergent. Do not tumble dry the covers or dry them in direct sunlight, as this can
cause discolouration of the fabric. Im...
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